CS391 FINAL EXAM

Name: ______________________

Computers are changing our world, as we know it! How do you feel about your privacy? How do you feel about your data on the internet, mobile devices, etc.? What is your moral framework for the privacy in question? Please pick one and answer the prior questions.

- Data & Moral OS: http://www.ted.com/talks/damon_horowitz
- Internet & data: http://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles
- Global Web (good or bad): http://www.ted.com/talks/gordon_brown

Sometimes, society creates and harnesses ideas that might be ethical and positive in their conception, but as we universalize these ideas, how will it affect our life positively and negatively? How do you see these ideas as ethical and unethical? Using an ethical framework, are you convinced these ideas/conceptions fall into your ethical or unethical decision, either now or in the future? Please pick two and answer the prior questions.

- Biohacking made public: http://www.ted.com/talks/ellen_jorgensen_biohacking_you_can_do_it_too
- Fair Trade for Electronics? http://www.ted.com/talks/auret_van_heerden_making_global_labor_fair

A philosophical view of how we make decisions… Watch this for your own knowledge© A philosophical view of how we make decisions… Very interesting! What is Rationality:
http://www.ted.com/talks/dan_ariely_asks_are_we_in_control_of_our_own_decisions